1 Introduction

3D geodata, such as virtual 3D city models, is currently the basis for a broad range of applications in different areas, such as city marketing or urban planning. The increasing availability, volume, and quality of 3D geodata raises the complexity of 3D visualization applications using such data. Service-based 3D portrayal approaches, either image-based or based on geometry and texture streaming services, provide solutions for interactive exploration of large 3D data sets. But, even if the challenge of provisioning visualizations of large scale 3D models to heterogeneous hardware and software platforms was addressed in recent years, the complexity of navigation remains challenging for individual users. The communication of specific intentions (e.g., a positive impression of certain planning projects in an urban context) in connection with 3D geoinformation demands for specially designed camera paths, rendering effects (e.g., effects for highlighting, focus and context visualization [13], or real time ambient occlusion [1]), and transitions between specific sets of camera and scene configurations. Due to this complexity in operating a visualization system for end users, production of video presentations of large 3D models are still a usual way of communicating spatial information. Still images are not well suited to communicate sufficient amounts of spatial information since “the acquisition of spatial knowledge, essential for wayfinding, is primarily based on direct environmental experience, which is usually gained via movement“ [5]. The advantage of preproduced video presentations is its compatibility (virtually any computing platform used by end users is able to play common video formats), the simplicity in playback (in terms of necessary hardware, software, and network resources for their transmission and playback), and the assured appearance of the 3D scene contained in the video presentation.

In recent years, several approaches have been presented for interactive presentation of 3D geodata in several scenarios, in stationary (e.g., on desktop PCs or notebooks) and also in mobile scenarios (interactive 3D visualization on hand-held devices, such as tablet PCs or mobile phones). Nevertheless, producing distributable artifacts for communication of 3D geodata, specifically video presentations, are currently mainly
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a manual, and therefore, resource intensive task. Generation of video presentations usually includes involves two major steps: a) creation of planned flythrough sequences and b) post production and cutting of the assembled video presentation. An overview over the usual process can be found in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Overview over a conventional process for generating video presentations of 3D data. There is a lot of manual work involved. The virtual camera is controlled manually during video capturing for flythroughs. This makes the whole generation process costly and hard to repeat even if there are just minor changes in settings or scene content.

Since both of the two production steps involve high degrees of manual work, a repeated production with only minor changes in the 3D scene (e.g., an updated city model or a change in planning models) is an expensive task. We propose to automate the overall generation process by providing a web service that implements this process. The service takes a video description through its interface and automatically creates video presentations using image-based portrayal services, namely Web View Services (WVS) [6]. The video descriptions can be stored and reused, which facilitates to recreate videos, e.g., with equal cutting and camera path but different versions of the underlying data. Further, if underlying services are improved (e.g., new rendering techniques that provide an improved visual quality for 3D renderings) it is very easy to recreate video presentations with little or no costs, since no additional manual work for video clip recording or post production is necessary. In this way, we provide a high-level service that is able to provide additional value for owners of 3D city model data and proof that these Web View Services provide an important part of 3D geodata infrastructures [2].

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview over the work related work. Section 3 describes the designed system, its components, and the current implementation status. Finally, an outlook of planned future work concludes this report in Section 4.
2 Related Work

Previously, we presented solutions to distribute 3D geoinformation to different devices and platforms (focused especially on web browsers and mobile devices) in homogeneous quality [3, 10]. These systems are based on a Web View Service [6] as image-based 3D portrayal service encapsulating processing, management, and 3D rendering of massive amounts of 3D geodata. Thin clients query interactive these services and provide partial reconstructions of the 3D scene on the client side. This way, users are able to interactively explore 3D geovirtual environments, which is important to gain understanding of the 3D information. Nevertheless, the systems introduce so far are missing a possibility to create artifacts that can be distributed easily. Currently, the only artifacts that can be created using these client applications are static images. For the work presented in this paper, we utilize the technology that has been developed before to build a video editing client that can be used to define video presentation descriptions using a variety of client platforms.

Currently the topic of automatic, distributed generation of video presentations from 3D data has primarily been addressed in the area of medical visualization. Iserhardt-Bauer et al. introduce a system that encapsulates rendering of datasets acquired from CT scanners [9]. They encapsulate hardware rendering behind a service interface in to enable users to analyze the scan data without having to have specialized, powerful graphics hardware available in end user devices. Unless our approach, the do not support composite video presentations that are assembled from different, specifically user designed camera path sequences and auxiliary sequences containing text or images. The approach supports a standardized camera path only that cannot be customized. Further the approach is limited to the very specific data generated by CT scans. In contrast, our approach provides an abstraction over the underlying data by using service-based rendering for image generation. Roßler et al. extended this approach by using a conventional GPU-based PC cluster [12]. As like our architecture, they use a kind of manager process to perform dispatching and other supporting tasks.

Further, there are several approaches that are primarily targeted at bringing high-
end graphics to low-end devices. E.g., Lamberti et al. perform remote rendering of complex 3D objects, e.g., containing several millions of voxels or textured polygons, and stream the result encoded as video to clients [11]. This approach leaves the configuration of camera parameters to clients, which are able to adjust the camera settings interactively. It is designed to support interactive rendering of video streams and does not provide a service interface for definition of complex video presentations as our approach does.

3 A Service-Based System for Automated Generation of Video Presentations

Generating video presentations of large scale 3D datasets is a resource intensive task. We system described in this section allows to decompose the task of video generation into reusable service components for definition of video presentations, image generation from 3D data, and video clip generation. The system is based on Web View Services (WVS) for image generation introduced earlier [7] that is currently in a standardization process within the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). Since we want the video service to be as responsive also during the generation process for single video presentations, we created an asynchronous process to generate video presentations. We separated the generation process into two services components: a) A frontend evaluating and validating service requests and b) a video rendering component that implements the more computationally expensive task of video clip generation. In this way, clients do not receive a video presentation as response to their service request, but the generation status is signaled using a callback mechanism (either via email messages or calls to a remote URL).

3.1 Service Components

There are five main components within the system (see Figure 3 for an overview of the framework architecture):

**Video Editing Client** The client application provides the user interface to specify video sequences including scene contents, camera paths, and the transitions between them. This way, we focus the user interaction on the one tasks of defining the complete video presentation instead of distributing it into a clip recording and a postproduction phase. Since the representation of video presentations in terms of the service interface (see Section 3.2 for details) does not necessarily correlate with the process of defining such presentations, the client application is built upon a cross platform library providing utility functions, e.g., for creating camera paths or defining transition screens. The client is able to store the video projects in a database allowing for reproduction and adaption of videos that have been created once.
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Figure 3: Components of the service-based system for video clip generation from 3D city model data. A video editing client is used to determine single clips, their camera paths (supported by 3D Camera Services) and scene content, and their interconnection. Project descriptions are stored in a database for easy altering and reproduction of video presentations. A Video Service instance utilizes Web View Services to retrieve single video frames and combines them to video sequences.

3D Camera Service 3D camera services are utility services in 3D geodata infrastructures encapsulating the complexity of 3D camera path computation in complex 3D environments such as virtual 3D city models [10]. The Video Editing Client can utilize such services in order to support users in defining visually appealing camera transitions. A 3D camera service is able to deliver proposals for such camera paths, which can be customized by video editors in order to fulfill their navigation intentions.

Web View Service Web View Services encapsulate image generation from 3D data. Each service provides portrayal capabilities for a specific set of data or for a specific spatial region. By utilizing this service-based approach for rendering of 3D geodata, the video service can be implemented without having to deal with the complexity of geodata visualization. Several WVS instances can be used in one video presentation, enabling the combination of different data providers, each providing its own WVS instance with its own content. This allows to use 3D geodata for visualization purposes, without transferring the geodata itself, which might be confidential or their access might be
subject to a charge.

**Video Service** The Video Service serves as a frontend providing the service interface described in Section 3.2 to service consumers. Requests are parsed and validated by this component. If a valid request was issued, a job for the Video Service Worker is created and a confirmation is sent back to the service consumer. The video service can also implement further application logic for authentication of service consumers as well as functionality for billing.

Since video frame generation, especially for longer running video presentations, generates a large amount of load to underlying portrayal services. Here, a Video Service has the possibility to schedule video generation jobs to specific low traffic hours. Depending on the priority of the video service request, a generation task can be scheduled immediately or can be postponed to be processed later when enough service capacity is available.

**Video Service Worker** The worker performs the video rendering from single frames that have been previously fetched from a WVS (in case of images of a 3D scene) or generated by the service itself (e.g., overlay screens containing text or images). For camera paths, the camera position and orientation is interpolated for every frame from given camera paths. If two adjacent camera path sequences exist, the service is able to connect the two paths so that no visible jumps in camera paths are visible. Videos are often designed to communicate certain intentions. The worker service supports this by providing possibilities to show intermediate screen containing text and images as well as screen overlays that are shown over 3D flythrough sequences. Such overlays usually contain logos (e.g., for project specific logos or contractor logos). The frames or the necessary parts of them are rendered locally by the Video Service Worker. Since all 3D rendering techniques are implemented as web-based portrayal service, a worker implementation does not need hardware acceleration or any special hardware setup. This way, a Video Service Worker can be deployed easily, also as cloud-based service.

### 3.2 Service Interface

We define a model for describing video presentations that is used for generating through a `GetVideo` request allows to specify complex composite video presentations (see Figure 4 for an object model). A `Video` has certain settings that are valid for the overall presentation: The resolution of the video and a string defining the encoding (codec) to be used. Further there are default settings for a video presentation that can be overwritten by single sub elements of the document (e.g., specific point definitions or camera path sequences). The spatial reference system (SRS) and the default scene contents (defined as layer in WVS interface terms) are examples for such properties. A video presentations consists of one or more video `sequences`, that are single parts of the video presentation with an assigned duration. We distinguish two types of video sequences: `CameraPath` sequences are flythrough video clips that are based on a camera path, that can be defined either explicitly by providing path geometry or implicitly, e.g, by defining camera tasks like rotation around a scene object.
The other kind of sequences are Screens that either show textual content or images for a certain duration. Sequence objects are connected by SequenceTransition definitions. Here, the service needs to expose the types of sequence transitions it supports. There are two types of sequence transitions: a) Image based transitions, such as different blending techniques that can connect all types of video sequences and b) CameraPathTransitions that interpolate camera paths in order to connect them without having non continuous camera paths. The transitions are assigned implicitly to sequences using correlating indices.

Figure 4: Excerpt of the object model for describing video presentations in a service request. A video contains one or more sequences, which may either be a camera path through a 3D scene or a screen (either an image or text). Two sequences are connected through sequence transitions that configure the blending properties and the interpolation between two adjacent camera paths.

Video generation requests are currently encoded using the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON).

3.3 State of the Work

Currently the implementation of the video generation system is work in progress. We implemented a first version of the video generation process including a basic Video Service and a Video Service Worker.

The next steps we are currently working on is to implement a platform independent client library that defines a process for defining video service descriptions. Our client is currently build for tablet PCs based on the iOS operating system. Its visualization component is following an image based approach introduced earlier based on the WVS we are running [3]. The base data we are currently working with is the virtual 3D city model.
of the city of Berlin, which is one of the largest, highly detailed, and fully textured 3D city models that are available worldwide. At the moment, the GetCapabilities operation of the video service is not yet implemented, so the service is not yet self-descriptive. The supported content layers are always dependent.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

The implementation of a video production process that supports nearly arbitrary WVS image sources massively facilitates the generation of video presentations in the context of virtual 3D city model. The amount of manual effort, especially for regeneration of video presentations due to updated data, is reduced significantly through the automatic, repeatable generation of video presentations. Using image-based portrayal services to encapsulate complex 3D geodata management and 3D rendering provides a major advantage since a video service can be implemented in a generic manner using the well-defined WVS interface specification, which is going to be an OGC standard for image-based portrayal of 3D geodata.

Currently image-based styling and post processing of frames is performed separately for each WVS that is queried for images. This can cause an inhomogeneous appearance, since there is no standard way of implementing and configuring image-based rendering effects, such as global illumination [4]. Therefore, as proposed by Hildebrandt [8], image-based styling could be externalized to a separate styling service that processes single frames using the same implementations for image-based styling for all sources.

The client for specification of 3D video presentation descriptions offers further possibilities to explore 3D interaction techniques that are specifically designed to assist users in specifying scene contents, 3D camera paths, and sequence transitions. Further, the client implementations as well as the video service implementation can be further generalized to configure themselves according to GetCapabilities documents delivered by WVS instances and the other services involved in the process.
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